Gravy Train
TRENDS, TIDAL WAVES AND TSUNAMIS

“If you want to make money, see the gravy train coming and get
on the tracks and let it run you over.”
Gordon Jay Alexander
The dictionary says a gravy train is used to refer to a situation in which someone can make a lot of
money for very little effort.

YOU can cash in on an exploding trend, a virtual tidal wave of profits headed our way.
My brand new hotsheet/mini-report (New on July 20, 2022) at only 7 dollars might be the best investment you
make this year.
It is a starting point for YOU to cash in on the exploding SPORTS BETTING market, without ever placing a
single dime on a bet.
You can sell tools to the miners, just like I will be doing.
Don't take my word for it, ask Google. “How big is online sports betting industry?” Today, July 20, 2022 and it
shows that it is a 61.5 BILLION dollar market. And it is expected to almost double in the next 5 years.
My new HOTSHEET/Mini-report is a good place to start if you know nothing about sports betting. But don't
misunderstand me, I am not going to wager a penny on any sport. Although I do play the lottery, I won't bet on
anything that has a human involved, sorry humans, I just don't trust you.
Which is why I am planning on cashing in by selling TOOLS TO THE
MINERS. The many hundred millions of online gamblers, will have
world wide options, and very soon, GAMING...that is competitions like
eSports, and with games like DOTA 2.
I will be offering both online and offline products and services, much of it will be outsourced, to the millions of
online gamblers.
Sure, you could INVEST in companies like DraftKings, a publicly traded company, and probably do as well as
early crypto investors. Or, you can create services, products which will be in high demand and let other people
INVEST in you. Spend your money, by investing or gambling...or MAKE money, by being in the right place at
the right time.
You choose.
Anyhow, I'm not one to get long winded about a 7 dollar offer, either you want it or you don't. Maybe you have
zero interest in sports betting, fair enough, have a good day.
But, it you want to make money with a TIDAL WAVE TREND, then spend 5 minutes at Google or any search
engine and look for the market growth predicted for online betting. Then, when you see with your own eyes how
huge this is getting, then maybe parting with 7 bux isn't going to bother you too much. Eh?
What do you get for your 7 dollars? A simple PDF file, full of links to educate yourself about the industry.

A list of potential TOOLS you can create or acquire to offer to the millions of online gamblers.
Resources for further education and markets.
Hey, it is basic, BEGINNER, and simple. It is intended as an idea generator, to get you thinking about how you
can get your share of the billions of dollars which are going to be spent. Do you understand this?
It is not comprehensive. It is NOT detailed. It does not give you a complete education on sports betting, OK?
When I get around to writing that one, believe me, it will be 100x the amount you are about to send.
I use paypal. Send me 7 dollars USA, and I'll send you back the HOTSHEET, mini-report.
Note, I do not advocate gambling, but I do plan on cashing in on what is about to be an unprecedented BOOM in
the market. If you missed out on Crypto, or Social Media, or any retreating trend, then now is your chance to
catch the wave and ride it to massive profits, by simply selling the tools to the miners.
That saying, selling tools to miners, came about during American Gold rushes, one TV show which captured
that was DEADWOOD. The real life sheriff of Deadwood, Seth Bullock, owned a hardware store with his
partner, and they both went on to become very wealthy and influential men...without ever panning for gold. They
sold the pans, picks, shovels; the tools.
If you get and understand that metaphor, then you won't hesitate to send me 7 dollars now, allow a little while for
me to get back to you, I'll attach the hotsheet to a return email. If I have to bother with paypal buttons, links and
all that, I'll be forced to raise the price.
Take a look, and if you have any questions, ask me, and if it is warranted, I will do a
follow up hotsheet, which you will get for free and automatically as long as you use a
legitimate email address. If you can't or don't use paypal, let me know, we can make
other arrangements which suit you, fair enough?
Seven dollars. THE TIDAL WAVE OF ONLINE BETTING. Just put TIDAL
WAVE in your email subject. gjabiz@yahoo.com
Gordon Jay Alexander

